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The resources in this primary source set are intended for classroom use.
    If your use will be beyond a single classroom, please review the copyright
    and fair use guidelines.


Teacher’s Guide


To help your students analyze these primary sources, get a graphic organizer
    and guides: Analysis
    Tool and Guides 
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This resource was created by Mark Sanchez, the 2013 Liljenquist Family Fellow at the Library of Congress


Although the Civil War passed into history generations ago,
the faces of those who fought in the war are still with us.
Hundreds of thousands of photographs were taken during the
war years, some experts estimate. Some of those photos were
of officers, battlefields, and political leaders, but many of them
were portraits of individual soldiers on the way to fight, or
on a break from battle. The items in the Liljenquist Family
Collection of Civil War Photographs at the Library of Congress
capture the wartime lives of the everyday soldiers, some not
yet out of their teens, who fought and died on both sides of
the conflict. These small, personal portraits provide a unique
window into the lives of ordinary men and their loved ones
caught up in an extraordinary war.


[bookmark: background]Background

Personal Portraits in a Time of War


From 1861-65, more than three million Americans
took up arms in the bloodiest conflict of the
nineteenth century. Hailing from every state and
territory, these men were real people who loved,
feared, and often died in the service of their
country. The century and a half separating us
from our Civil War counterparts can accentuate our
differences, but in many ways these soldiers were
just like contemporary Americans.


There is one fact that makes Civil War soldiers
seem much more modern than soldiers of the
teacher’s guide primary source set
nation’s earlier wars: many of them had their
pictures taken. The onset of war coincided with
a boom in photography in the United States. By
the start of the Civil War, photographs were much
less expensive and much easier to produce than
ever before. New technologies brought the price
of the new ambrotype (glass-backed) and tintype
(metal-backed) emulsion plates down to between
25 cents to $2.50 in the Union states. The average
Civil War soldier, who might make between $11-16
per month, could finally afford his own personal
photograph.




Attitudes and Motivations


By the time the first shots were fired at Fort
Sumter in April 1861, tensions between the free
states and the slave states were at a boiling point.
Even before abolition became an official aim of the
Union, Northern soldiers fighting to protect the
Union and Southern soldiers fighting to protect
their way of life had more than enough motivation
to go into battle. Soldiers on both sides expressed
their sentiments through their portraits, some by
displaying slogans, some by brandishing weapons
or striking fierce poses.


Though enthusiasm would shrink as the war went
on, at the beginning of the war, men were so eager
to join up that a big problem for both armies was
finding enough supplies for its soldiers. Despite
minimum age requirements, surviving photos
indicate that there was a liberal interpretation
of what constituted an eighteen year-old. Those
too young to successfully feign maturity could join
as drummer boys. The desire not to be left
behind can be seen in the example of a nineyear-old drummer boy
from Ohio, Johnny Clem.


After running away from home and shooting a
Confederate officer in the battle of Chickamauga, he
became the youngest non-commissioned officer in
the history of the United States.


After the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation
in 1863, African Americans were able to enlist
and fight on behalf of the Union. Some white
Northerners were opposed to their inclusion,
but by the end of the war close to two hundred
thousand African American troops would join the
armed services. Many of these soldiers and sailors
took time to have their portraits made in uniform.
Women were not included in the armed forces, but
often supported the war effort through volunteer
organizations, as well as by making clothing,
distributing supplies, and writing letters to their
loved ones in the field.


Letters from home can be found tucked inside
the cases of photographs of Civil War soldiers.
With so many Americans off fighting and only
too aware of the possibility that they might
not be returning home, the number of portrait
photographs soared. The naval blockade against
the Confederacy led to much higher prices—up
to $20—for photographs in the South. This cost
difference is one reason for the disproportionately
higher production of Union portraits, yet the
Liljenquist Family Collection still serves as a visual
record of Civil War soldiers on both sides.


The portraits of most soldiers were small—2.75 by
3.25 inches was the most common size—and could
be carried in a friend’s jacket pocket, mailed home
to family, or held in the hand of a loved one. The
photos were often kept safe in ornate frames and
decorated cases, some made of leather or molded
from hardened shellac compounds. For many of
these soldiers, a wartime portrait was a major
occasion, and might be the only photograph ever
taken of them. In the props, pose, and clothing
that each chose, a viewer today can search for
clues about the subject’s personality through the
way he presented himself for his moment before
the camera.


The men who donned blue or gray uniforms
between 1861 and 1865 only spent a portion of
those years in combat, and some photographs
provide glimpses of the more humdrum moments
of their military lives. In the few times of the day
when they were not fighting or in drill, soldiers in
camp played cards, performed music, and, in their
own nineteenth-century fashion, relaxed. Many
soldiers served together for long stretches of the
war, and posed for portraits as comrades in arms.
Of the three million who served, more than 620,000
died by the end of the war, and many more were
left badly wounded or otherwise changed by the
experience. Many died in combat, but disease killed
even more. Prisoners of war were often denied
proper healthcare and nutrition, and thousands
died in military prisons, some of starvation. Still,
despite the physical and emotional trauma of the
war’s aftermath, the nation dove straight into the
Reconstruction effort, and most soldiers returned
to civilian life.


History has recorded little about most of the soldiers
in these portraits. In fact, for the majority we don’t
even know their names. But their photographs
have traveled on without them, passed from hand
to hand over the decades until coming together
in this collection. Today these portraits, which
might have been intended for a few friends and
sweethearts, can be seen and studied by people
around the world. Although we may not know their
names or their stories, we can look into their faces
and ask ourselves what they experienced and how
they felt as they played their part in a war that
changed a nation.


[bookmark: suggestions]Suggestions for Teachers
	Write a caption for a photo. What is happening? What is the subject feeling?
	Select an image. Predict what will happen one minute after the scene shown in the image. One hour after?
Explain the reasoning behind your predictions.
	Study and analyze the items by and about Cornelius V. Moore. Consider the tone and content of the two
letters. Reflect on what can be learned from the set that cannot be learned from a single item.
	Choose one of the photographs and create a series of correspondence telling the subject’s story. Write one
letter from before the photo was taken and one letter from after. Take into consideration the subject’s age,
facial expression, uniform, and any objects in the photograph.
	Consider that, in the 21st century, people can take a photograph whenever they want. During the Civil War,
however, having one’s photograph taken was rare enough to warrant carefully composing every aspect
of the photo. Ask: If you were preparing for the only photo you would ever have taken of yourself, what
items—or even animals—would you have with you? How would you pose? What would you stand in front
of? Who would you send it to? If time permits, ask students to bring their items to class and take their
“only” photograph.
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